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Carnegie Mellon University 
 
Carnegie Mellon University is participating in a data-sharing program known as 
TalkBank that was established through federal and foundation grants to Brian 
MacWhinney at Carnegie Mellon. For the program to function properly, contributors will 
be asked to and will give permission for their work to be made available to other 
researchers. With a full understanding of the aforementioned, I hereby give permission to 
TalkBank to make and circulate electronic copies of the language transcripts and media 
that I describe below.  These copies may be distributed to scholars and other responsible 
parties. I warrant that this use of the data is in accord with Human Subjects review 
procedures at my institution and that participants have given informed consent to have 
their data available to researchers. I also warrant that there is no copyright restriction over 
the transcripts and media being circulated.  Any further restrictions that I wish to place on 
the use of these data are listed under (2) below.  I do not hold Brian MacWhinney or 
Carnegie Mellon responsible for the enforcement of these further restrictions and 
indemnify and render harmless both Brian MacWhinney and Carnegie Mellon University 
against any actions at law or in equity or in similar courts of any jurisdictions arising 
from violations of these restrictions.  
 

1.  General description of the data set, and IRB Approval # (if available): 
 

To reveal the underlying cause of disfluency, several authors use a network task, where 
participants describe the route taken by a marker through visually presented networks of 
objects. In the current project, we asked whether delays in the earliest stages of picture 
naming elicit disfluency. We therefore used visual blurring which hinders visual 
identification of the items and thereby slows down selection of a lexical concept. Twenty 
bachelor students, all native speakers of Dutch, participated in the experiment in 
exchange for course credit. 
The study was approved by the local research ethics committee at the Faculty of 
Psychology and Educational Science of Ghent University.  
 

 
2.  Restrictions to be placed on the use of the data: 

 
None 
 
 
 
 
Signed          Date  December 16, 2020 
 
Printed Name   Aurélie Pistono                  
Institution Ghent University, Department of Experimental Psychology 
 
Please mail this signed form to: Brian MacWhinney, CMU-Psychology, 5000 Forbes 
Ave. Pittsburgh, PA, 15213, USA  or send a scanned signed copy to macw@cmu.edu 



 


